
إ() ا' ا%$#"!


Mankind is in life for a test, which is to complete the obligations, abstain from sins, be 
pleased and patient with the painful decree. These tests are not about your physical 
prowess, rather, they are about your heart, your reliance upon Allah !" و $%. The race is 
on, but in your heart, with yourself, not competing with others.   
Your إ*()'ر or test is about ,ا67(5'34 و ا2(01! %/. ا, reliance on Allah !" و $%. 
There are many descriptions of the human being in the Quran. Two of them are: 

2BَCِن ِ@ٌ? 1=6َ ا%>0ْ;ِ: َ%ْ) 67َُ8 5َ"2ً3ْ 01/ُْ#$رًا  ِDْا EFَGَ ٰEَIَأ !ْ;َ
Has there [not] come upon man a period of time when he was not a thing [even] 

mentioned?
76:1

 ۚ 2ًL"MِNَ 2ُنBَC ِDْا َOِFPَُو
.... and mankind was created weak.

4:28
Allah has power over your actions. Reliance on Allah frees you from stress and 
unhappiness, because He takes care of everything for you. 

?َِF=#َ$َR ُْSا TUVُِ8 َ0'ا'0ِ ۚ إِن0 ا EFَGَ !ْ0#َ$َRَW Xَ1َْYGَ ذَا[َِW
And when you have decided, then rely upon Allah . Indeed, Allah loves those who rely 

[upon Him].
3:159

There are 3 meanings for !8012ا in the Arabic language. The root verb is !َ:0َو :
- rely on
- run to 
- protects
Anyone you rely on in this world will fail sometimes, die, or leave, or you will leave them. 
Allah is ;<2ا, Ever living. He is merciful, loving, and has power over everything. 

ا'Oِ%2Pَ ُ0ُ ُ#!= 5َ^ٍْء ۖ َوُ;$َ EFَGَٰ ُ#!= 5َ^ٍْء وَِ#"ٌ!
Allah is the Creator of all things, and He is, over all things, Disposer of affairs.

39:62
 means to have complete trust in Allah. The ?/0ّ1)@, those who have trust in <0ّ1! %/. ا,
Allah, will be honoured on the Day of Judgement; they will feel no fear or anguish. They 



will not have to go through the tribulations of accounting their deeds, and will enter 
Paradise straight away. 

AB CDأ + A82ء إ'G2أ + A8/% HI)%ا8012! = إ
 is someone you rely on, flee to, and are attached to. This can only be with ا8012!
someone with perfect attributes and complete power. 
There are 2 kinds of ,و0'32 ا :
general : و0'32 ا52'@3 -
- 3J'K2و0'32 ا : special 
و0'32 ا52'@3
Allah assigned Himself as !80و over all His creation generally, without being asked. Allah 
made Himself !80و over everyone by His creation, guidance, nurturing, reforming and 
providing for them. This 32'0و is shared by believers and non believers alike. 
• Aِ/8J'M)B 3N'O7ا : Allah is !80و over all details of your life; He will deal with your life 

with what suits you. 
•  Allah has full capability and power. He can make anything happen by just : اHQ2رة ا2(ّ'@3

saying 'R0'. 
• SM<2ا : Allah will protect and guard you from any harm that might befall you. 
• 3IT<2ا : Allah has the perfect wisdom to make the right decisions for you.
• C/K2ا : Allah created you, and disposes your affairs in the best manner. 
•  .Allah provides for His creation, giving you all the provisions needed for living : اWّ2زق
 أ@X/3 %/. ا012'32 ا52'@3
There are countless examples of general 32'0و. 
•  .the heart during sleep. When you are sleeping, you are helpless : اQ2/] أZD'ء ا1Z2م

While you are lying on your side during sleep, your body weight presses down on your 
tissues and muscles. It makes the veins constrict, and affects the blood flow. The brain 
then sends a signal to the body to turn. 



َوdُُe=FfَُCْ) ذَاَت اْ%"aَِِ? َوذَاَت ا%2aَ=bِل
And We turned them to the right and to the left

18:18
The human body moves 40 times on average during the night. 
•  swallowing during sleep. While you are sleeping, saliva gathers in your : ا2)/\ أZD'ء ا1Z2م

mouth. The brain signals the outlet for the lungs to close, and the one for the stomach 
to open, so that when you swallow, you don't choke. 

• [/Q230 اWO : the movement of the heart. The heart beats while you sleep.
Your body, the wondrous machine made by Allah, is a complex structure. 
A wise man once said, regarding waking up for prayers: 
ٌ̀ %/. *H@(^ ؟ a'b كHّ86 َم و'Z> أن ;<)e> '@أ 
Don't you feel ashamed to sleep while your Master is caring for you??
Everyone enjoys 3@'52و0'32 ا, but not everyone appreciates it. Only those who know Allah 
will realize this; the ones who are unaware will attribute it to nature. 
3J'K2ا012'32 ا 
The test in life is about trust in Allah. It must be chosen.
The Messenger of Allah `/6 و A8/% ,ا ./J described Paradise as: 

WfB [/b ./% Wg* hو ،j5I6 أذن hرأت، و ?% h'@ 'm8n
١٨٩١ # rsHO ، ري ، 0('ب # ٢٠'K(2ا x8<J

There will be bounties which no eye has seen, no ear has heard and no human heart 
has ever perceived.
Allah wants your heart.
The Messenger of Allah `/6 و A8/% ,ا ./J said : 
`0HOأ R@ هH(% 3B1)B حWn4;، وا, ا, أW0{s r8O A5@ '4وأ ;B يH(% R| HZ% '4ل ا,، %$ و"!: أ'b 
،ً'%'B A82إ jBWQ> ،ً'%ب إ2; ذراWQ> R@ذرا%'ً، و A82إ jBWQ> ،ًاW(� ;2ب إWQ> R@ة، و�M2'B A)2'� HGs 

وإذا أb)! إfIs ;2;، أj/(b إA82 أ�Wول
A8/% CM)@ 

Allah says: 'I am just as My slave thinks of Me when he remembers Me.' By Allah! Allah 
is more pleased with the repentance of His slave than one of you who unexpectedly 
finds in the desert his lost camel. 'He who comes closer to Me one span, I come closer 



to him a cubit; and he who comes closer to Me a cubit, I come closer to him a fathom; 
and if he comes to Me walking, I come to him running".
 3J'K2و0'32 ا is only for believers.

• .Weُ8/ِْ2 `�W�eَ8ُs : Allah will make everything easy for themى

•  .mُ(�ZGَُs : Allah will ease the difficulty` اWe52ى

• `mIّأ� 'IB 3s'M0 : Allah will make them satisfied. 
The 32'0و of important matters can only be given to Allah, such as the answering the 
questions of the grave correctly. 
All that is required is the movement of your heart. When your heart turns to Allah, no 
one knows this movement except Allah. 

إhِ (ٌ"ِFGَ iُ0Cِ/َاِت ا%Tgُ>وِر
..... indeed, He is Knowing of that within the breasts.

67:13
Allah is always there with you, with His perfect and complete knowledge and wisdom. 

ۚ PُْoَI kَ/ُهُ ِ(lٌَm وC kَََ$ٌْم
Neither drowsiness overtakes Him nor sleep

2:255
The test in life is to trust Allah. The ones who achieve this goal are the ?Z@�@. Most 
people underestimate Allah. 

iَُC2Vَْe)ُ ۚ iِmِ"aَِ"hِ 208ٌِت$ْp1َ 2َواُتaَ0B%َوا lِ1َ2َ"fِ%ْ8َ$َْم ا iُُRqَْerَ 2Mً"aِsَ رُْض َْuرِِه َوا<ْrَ 0O@َ َ0'ُروا ا<َrَ 21ََو 
َوbُْ8 20aGَ ٰE%َ2MََI:ُِ#$َن

They have not appraised Allah with true appraisal, while the earth entirely will be [within] 
His grip on the Day of Resurrection, and the heavens will be folded in His right hand. 

Exalted is He and high above what they associate with Him.
39:67

Whoever trusts Allah and relies on Him, leads a stress-free life.
iُُeBْ@َ َ$dَُW ِ0'ا EFَGَ !ْ0#َ$َRَ8 61ََو ۚ 

 And whoever relies upon Allah - then He is sufficient for him. 
65:3

When Allah is sufficient..... { Aُ(eO 1َmn } .......
• A21اOأ<` أ : his affairs will be arranged to his complete satisfaction.




• Aُ2'5nو أ Aُ21اbد أ�H6 : all his words and actions will be made to be in the right place at the 

right time. 
The Messenger of Allah `/6 و A8/% ,ا ./J said : 

'I@ ;2إ [Oء أ;fB يH(% ;2ب إWQ> '@ب. وW<2'B A)4آذ HQn '82دى 2; و'% R@ :ل'b .2'5> ,إن ا 
\Ies ا2}ي A5I6 jZ0 A)((Oذا أ�n ،A(Oأ .)O !n1اZ2'B ;2ب إWQ)s يH(% ال$s '@و ،A8/% j�W)nا 

R�2؛ وA)8g%أ ;Z2�6 وإن ،'mB ;fIs ;)2ا A/"ور ،'mB �g(s ;)2ه اHsو ،AB W�(s ه ا2}يW�Bو ،AB 
A4{8%� ;4إ6(5'ذ

٩٥ # rsHO ، ري ، 0('ب # ١'K(2ا x8<J
 "Allah the Exalted has said: 'I will declare war against him who shows hostility to a 
pious worshipper of Mine. And the most beloved thing with which My slave comes 
nearer to Me is what I have enjoined upon him; and My slave keeps on coming closer to 
Me through performing Nawafil (prayer or doing extra deeds besides what is obligatory) 
till I love him. When I love him I become his hearing with which he hears, his seeing with 
which he sees, his hand with which he strikes, and his leg with which he walks; and if he 
asks (something) from Me, I give him, and if he asks My Protection (refuge), I protect 
him".
Reliance on Allah will make a simple and ordinary person into a wise one.
• Weّ8)> أ@1ر : all his affairs will be made smooth.

• !mّe)s [5J: whatever is difficult for him will be made easy. 

• .W0 : all distress will be removed from his lifeب <$ّول

• .0WB : all his matters will be blessed'ت <Z$ّل

• \nWُ> ورW� : evil will be taken away.

• .1g* : his steps will be made easyات <1ّmن
The Messenger of Allah `/6 و A8/% ,ا ./J narrated the following story: 
 أAُ:4َ ذWَ0ََ رَُ"ً� ِ@ZَِB Rْ; إW6َِْا8aَِ! �6َََل ZَِB �َ5َْB; إW6َِْا8aَِ! أَْن AَُMِ/eُْs أ2ََْ� ِدZsَ'ٍر، Qََn'َل اHَmَ�f2'Bِ ;Zِ)ِْaاِء
. Qََn'َل Hً8mِ�َ ِ:,'Bِ .َM0َا. bَ'َل bَ .!ِ8MِTَ2ْ'Bِ ;Zِ>ِْ�َn'َل bَ .�ً8Mِ0َ ِ:,'Bِ .َM0َ'َل mَ5ََnHََn .jَbْHَJَ' إAِْ82َِ إ2َِ. ْ̀ �ُHُmِ�ُْأ 
،Aُ/َ:"َ2َِ�َ"ِ! ا2:ِ}ي أ Aِْ8/َ%َ ُمHَQَْs ،'mَُ(0َْWَs 'ً(0َْW@َ �َIََ)2ْا :`ُD ،Aَُ)"َ'Oَ .�َQََn ،Wِ<َْ(2ْا ;nِ َجWَKََn ،. ًّIeَ@ُ !ٍ"ََأ 

ْ̀ n '�ََWQََZَn ،3ًَ(fَ*َ َ{*ََ�َn ،'ً(0َْW@َ HِْGَsَ�َْدَ*َ! mَ8nِ' أ2ََْ� ِدZsَ'ٍر، َوAُْZ@ِ 3ًَM8<ِJَ إD ،Aِ(ِOِ'Jَ .2َُِ`: زَ":�َ /ََn 
;Zِ2ََ�eََn ،ٍر'َZs4�ًَُ' أ2ََْ� ِدn jُْM:/eََ> jُْZ0ُ ;�4َأ ُ̀ /َ5َْ> َ̂  َ@D ،'mَ5َ�ِ1ُْ`: أَ<َ. mَBِ' إ2َِ. اQََn ،Wِ<َْ(2ْ'َل اmُ:/2`: إ4ِ:

، َوأ�4َ; َ̂ Bِ َ;�َِWَn ،اHً8mِ�َ ِ:,'Bِ .َM0َ jُ/ْQَُn ،اHً8mِ�َ ;Zِ2ََ�6ََو ، َ̂ Bِ َ;�َِWَn ،�ً8Mِ0َ ِ:,'Bِ .َM0َ jُ/ْQَُn ،�ً8Mِ0َ 
jْGَ2ََو .:)Oَ Wِ<َْ(2ْا ;nِ 'mَBِ .@ََWَn .'mَTَ%ُ1َِْد)إ�4ِ; أ6َْ ْ̀ أHِbَْْر، َو /ََn Aُ2َ ا2:ِ}ي Aِْ82َِإ rُ5َْBَ0َْ)ً'، أW@َ Hَ"َُِت أَْن أHْmَ"َ 

Wُُ�ْZَs ،AَُM/َ6َْا2:ِ}ي 0َ'َن أ !ُ"ُ:W2َج اWَKََn ،ِهHِ/ََB .2َُِج إWُKَْs ،'ً(0َْW@َ �ُIَِ)/َْs َ̂  D ،Aِ8nُِ`: اW�َْ4ََف، َوnِ 1َ�ْ; ذ2َِ



'َل 'ُل، Wfََ4 ':I/ََn ،'ً(َgOَ Aِِ/�ْ�َ '�ََ{*ََ�َnََ�' َوَ"Hَ ا�َْ  Hْbَ 'ً(0َْW@َ :!5َ2َ َ"'َء n ،Aِِ2'IَBَِِ�ذَا fَKَ2ْ'Bِ)3َِ اmَ8nِ ;)ِ:2' ا�َْ
[ٍ0َْW@َ [ِ/ََN ;nِ اHً�ِ'"َ jُ2َِْل َوا,:ِ َ@' ز'Qََn ،ٍر'َZs2ْ�َِ� ِد'Bِ .َ>َ�َn ،AَُM/َ6ََْم ا2:ِ}ي 0َ'َن أHِbَ :`ُD ،3ََM8<ِ:�2َوا 

Hْ"َِأ ْ̀ ، Iََn' َوَ"Hُْت َ@bَ 'ً(0َْW)َْ! ا2:ِ}ي أَ<bَ .Aِ8nِ jُْ8َ'َل َ�ْ! jَْX5ََB jَْZ0ُ إfَBِ :.2َِ.ٍْء bَ'َل أُْ*ِ)Wَُك أ�4َ; 2َ َ̂ ِ2'IَBِ َ̂ َ8>ِ� 
َ̂ ا2:ِ}ي nِ jَْX5ََB; اW�َْ4'َn 3َِ(fَKَ2ِْْف Bِ'2ْ�َِ� اZs�H2َ'ِر ْZ%َ أَد:ى Hْbَ َ:,َِ�ن: اn َل'bَ .Aِ8nِ jُْ�"ِ ا2:ِ}ي !َْ(bَ 'ً(0َْW@َ 

رَاHً�ِا
x8<J اK(2'ري # ٢٢٩١

An Israeli man asked another Israeli to lend him one thousand Dinars. The second man 
required witnesses. The former replied, 'Allah is sufficient as a witness.' The second 
said, 'I want a surety.' The former replied, 'Allah is sufficient as a surety.' The second 
said, 'You are right,' and lent him the money for a certain period. The debtor went across 
the sea. When he finished his job, he searched for a conveyance so that he might reach 
in time for the repayment of the debt, but he could not find any. So, he took a piece of 
wood and made a hole in it, inserted in it one thousand Dinars and a letter to the lender 
and then closed (i.e. sealed) the hole tightly. He took the piece of wood to the sea and 
said. 'O Allah! You know well that I took a loan of one thousand Dinars from so-and-so. 
He demanded a surety from me but I told him that Allah's Guarantee was sufficient and 
he accepted Your guarantee. He then asked for a witness and I told him that Allah was 
sufficient as a Witness, and he accepted You as a Witness. No doubt, I tried hard to find 
a conveyance so that I could pay his money but could not find, so I hand over this 
money to You.' Saying that, he threw the piece of wood into the sea till it went out far 
into it, and then he went away. Meanwhile he started searching for a conveyance in 
order to reach the creditor's country.
One day the lender came out of his house to see whether a ship had arrived bringing 
his money, and all of a sudden he saw the piece of wood in which his money had been 
deposited. He took it home to use for fire. When he sawed it, he found his money and 
the letter inside it. Shortly after that, the debtor came bringing one thousand Dinars to 
him and said, 'By Allah, I had been trying hard to get a boat so that I could bring you 
your money, but failed to get one before the one I have come by.' The lender asked, 
'Have you sent something to me?' The debtor replied, 'I have told you I could not get a 
boat other than the one I have come by.' The lender said, 'Allah has delivered on your 
behalf the money you sent in the piece of wood. So, you may keep your one thousand 
Dinars and depart guided on the right path.' "
When you start to make Allah your !80و, the test will come. Worry cannot come to your 
heart if you trust Allah. If you trust and rely on Him completely, He will provide for you in 
a way you cannot even imagine.
All the tests of Allah are nurturing, reforming, gentle and smooth. The test for ./% !01)2ا 
 is a way to upgrade you. The worldly life is for a limited period of time. Enlarge your ا,
vision to see the larger picture; you want the Hereafter, not only this life. 



An obstacle on the way comes when when you attain your wish, but you forget to 
attribute it to Allah. So when the prize for your trust comes, don't lose this trust, hold on 
to it. 
The !01> is easy at times and difficult at others. 
Sometimes the help comes to you without any means; this is easy. The means are what 
makes it complicated. These means can also be your own experience, this is a major 
barrier to !01)2ا. 
There are 3 kinds of tests in life: 
1. 

v:qُhِ ُ0'ا wَBْBَaَْ8 َوإِن 
And if Allah should touch you with adversity

10:107
The trial just touches you, it is not crushing or everlasting. The test is whether you are 
pleased with the decree of Allah or not. 
2. 

َ$;ُ 0kِإ iُ%َ xَ5ِ2#َ yََW ۖ 
 there is no remover of it except Him

10:107
Only Allah can remove the distress from you, no one else can help you. Your heart must 
say A8/% jُ/01>, must flee to Allah before anyone else. The test comes with the question, 
did you feel that anyone else except Allah would be able to help you? 
If you rely on Allah and trust Him during times of distress, He will bring relief to you from 
places you cannot even imagine. 
3. 

ٍ(FْGِ ٰEFَGَ iُُR"Iِ2 أُوaَ0Cِ2َل إrَ 20m=1 lًaَMْCِ ُ2َهm%ْ0$Pَ 0 إِذَا(ُz ۚ
then when We bestow on him a favor from Us, he says, "I have only been given it 

because of [my] knowledge."
39:49

When Allah removes the distress, you attribute this relief either to yourself, or others 
rather than Allah. 
The test is to see whether your heart flees to Allah straight away. 
 @(. 4(5'@! @\ إ6` ا, ا8012! ؟
When do we deal with the name of Allah Al Wakeel? 



ا2rَ 6َ8/ِ0%َل َ%dُُ) ا%20mُس إِن0 ا%20mَس Mُaَsَ <ْrَ$ا YَW (ْ;ُْ$bَPْ2َW (ْ7ُ%ََاَدُ;ْ) إ2ًC2aَ8ِ َو2rَُ%$ا َ@2َmُeBْ ا'0ُ َوMْCَِ) اْ%$َِ#"ُ!
Those to whom hypocrites said, "Indeed, the people have gathered against you, so fear 
them." But it [merely] increased them in faith, and they said, "Sufficient for us is Allah , 

and [He is] the best Disposer of affairs."
3:173

The ?I/e@ were defeated in the battle of Uhud, which brought their morale down. At this 
distressful time, they received false news that the Quraish were again gathering to 
attack them, to make them fearful. But this news actually served to increase their faith, 
making them say : 

 َ@2َmُeBْ ا'0ُ َوMْCَِ) اْ%$َِ#"! 
"Sufficient for us is Allah , and [He is] the best Disposer of affairs."

3:173
In life, if you are afraid of harm from people, this negates !01)2ا. 
The Messenger of Allah `/6 و A8/% ,ا ./J said: 
R5)65^، واMZs '@ ./% صWOا .W8* !0 ;nا�85�2 و R@ا�� R@ ,إ2. ا [Oوأ W8* 1يQ2ا R@ا�� 
 B', وG5> h$. وإن أB'J^ �;ء Q> �n!: 12 أj/5n ;4 0'ن 0}ا و0}ا، وHb :!b RT2ر ا,، و@' �'ء

5n!؛ �nن I% x)M> 12! اg8f2'ن
١٠٠ # rsHO ،0('ب # ١ ، `/eا� x8<J

A strong believer is better and dearer to Allah than a weak one, and both are good. 
Adhere to that which is beneficial for you. Keep asking Allah for help and do not refrain 
from it. If you are afflicted in any way, do not say: 'If I had taken this or that step, it would 
have resulted into such and such,' but say only: 'Allah so determined and did as He 
willed.' The word 'if' opens the gates of satanic thoughts".
The supplication in this verse is sufficient; but the power is not in words. Your heart must 
trust only Allah. Without belief in Allah, the supplications, however powerful the words, 
will have no effect. 
The supplication with firm belief is like a sword. The reward for your belief is peace and 
tranquility. 
This dua can be used when dealing with a clear enemy or anyone trying to make you 
afraid.


 َوfَُ8$ُ%$َن �W lٌGَ2ََِ]ذَا hَ:َزُوا mGِ 6ْ1ِِ>َك dُْm=1 lٌَL�ِ2َ� Xَ0"َhْ) َ~"َْ: ا%0ِ/ي fَُI$ُل ۖ َوا'R="َeُ8 21َ UُُR7َْ8 ُ0ُ$َن ۖ GَْoَW:ِْض

yً"#َِ2'0ِ وhِ ٰEَL#ََا'0ِ ۚ و EFَGَ !ْ0#َ$َIَو (ْdُْmGَ
And they say, "[We pledge] obedience." But when they leave you, a group of them 

spend the night determining to do other than what you say. But Allah records what they 



plan by night. So leave them alone and rely upon Allah . And sufficient is Allah as 
Disposer of affairs.

4:81
This verse is like a thunderbolt for the ?Qn'Z@, because Allah exposed them in spite of 
their apparent obedience in everything. 
This danger is more than the previous one, because it is hidden. This hidden danger 
can be found in various situations in life, whether in families, or work, etc. this distracts 
you from worship.
If you follow the advice of Allah, you will feel no stress and worry. 
There are three parts in this dua. 

(ْdُْmGَ ِْض:GَْoَW
Turn away from them, ignore them, jump over them. Your heart belongs to Allah, make it 
crystal clear. The heart has a noble role, which is to feel the love, fear and trust of Allah. 
If your heart is occupied with stress, your worship,will suffer.

ۚ َوEFَGَ !ْ0#َ$َI ا'0ِ
Trust in Allah, fill your heart with reliance on Allah. Empty your heart of all fears and 
worries. Then you will not have to defend and protect yourself against enemies, 
because Allah will respond on your behalf. He will make those plotting against you busy 
with their own affairs, such as sickness, or some other issue which will occupy  their 
minds. 

 yً"#َِ2'0ِ وhِ ٰEَL#ََو
And Allah is sufficient. Don't turn to anyone else, make Allah sufficient for you. This will 
be your balance in life. 
The motivation for these three steps is to feel that Allah is your only solution. 

yً"#َِ2'0ِ وhِ ٰEَL#ََرِْض ۚ و َْuا ^Wِ 21َ2َواِت َوaَ0B%ا ^Wِ 21َ َِ='َو
And to Allah belongs whatever is in the heavens and whatever is on the earth. And 

sufficient is Allah as Disposer of affairs.
4:132

Everything living and non-living in the heavens and the earth belong to Allah. Allah owns 
everything you need and want, so no one else can give them to you but the Owner. 
Use your needs to make ,ا2(01! %/. ا. You should feel weak and inadequate before 
Allah, and trust 1يQ2ا to support you. 
The name of Allah !8012ا has been mentioned in the Quran 14 times. 
The Messenger of Allah `/6 و A8/% ,ا ./J said: 



 ا, <)'رك و<5'2. أb A4'ل: " s'%)'دي إj@WO ;4 اeM4 ./% `/�2; و"�n ً'@W<@ `TZ8B A)/5 <�'�1ا، 
 s' %)'دي T/0` �'ل إA)sH� R@ h؛ 6'n(Hmو4; أ�s ،`0H' %)'دي a'" `T/0\ إR@ h أA)I5N؛

`T4دي إ'(% 's ،`Te041; أeT)6'n ،A>1e0 R@ hٍر إ'% `T/0 دي'(% 's،`TI5N41; أI5g)6'n 
 <1�gKن B'8/2! واmZ2'ر وأ4' أ¡WM ا2}14ب "6'n ،'58I( WMو4; أ¡s ،`T2WM'%)'دي إR2 `T4 <)/ 1ا

ْ̀ 0َ'1ُ4ا َ%َ/. Tُ:Z"َِو ْ̀ Tُeَْ4ِإ ْ̀ َو 0َُW*َِوآ ْ̀ Tُ2َ:ِدي 1ْ2َ أَن: أَو'َ(%ِ 's،;415MZ)n ;5M4 1ا /(> R2و4;، وW�)n يW� 
ْ̀ Tُ:Z"َِو ْ̀ Tُeَْ4ِإ ْ̀ َو 0َُW*َِوآ ْ̀ Tُ2َ:ِدي 1ْ2َ أَن: أَو'َ(%ِ 'َs 'ً�ْ8�َ ;Tِ/ْ@ُ ;nِ َ̂ ْ̀ َ@' زَاَد ذ2َِ TُْZ@ِ HٍOِرَُ"ٍ! َوا [ِ/ْbَ .Qَْ>َأ 
`Te40`، وإW*وآ `T2دي 12 أن أو'(% 's'ً�ْ8�َ ;Tِ/ْ@ُ Rْ@ِ َ̂  0َ'1ُ4ا َ%َ/. أbَ WِGَْnَْ/ِ]  رَُ"ٍ! َواQََ4 '@َ HٍOَِ¢ ذ2َِ
'I0 hي إHZ% 'I@ ^2ذ ¢Q4 '@ ،A)2�e@ ن'e40! إ j8g%�n ;412�en ،HOوا H85J ;n 1ا@'b `TZ"و 
H"و RIn ،'�'sإ `T8nأو `D ،`T2 'm8�Oأ `T2'I%أ ;� 'I4دي إ'(% 's ،W<(28£ إذا أد*! اKا� ¢QZs 

"AeM4 hإ R@1/s �n ^2ذ W8¡ H"و R@ا,، و HI<8/n ًاW8*
20 # `/e@ رواه 

"Allah, the Exalted, and Glorious, said; 'O My slaves, I have prohibited Myself injustice; 
and have made oppression unlawful for you, so do not oppress one another. O My 
slaves, all of you are liable to err except the one whom I guide on the Right Path, so 
seek guidance from Me so that I will guide you to the Right Path. O My slaves, all of you 
are hungry except the one whom I feed, so ask food from Me, I will feed you. O My 
slaves, all of you are naked except those whom I clothe, so ask clothing of Me and I 
shall clothe you. O My slaves, you commit sins night and day and I forgive all sins, so 
seek My forgiveness and I shall forgive you. O My slaves, you can neither do Me any 
harm nor can you do Me any good. O My slaves, were the first of you and the last of 
you, the human of you and jinn of you to be as pious as the most pious heart of any 
man of you, that would not increase My domain a thing. O My slaves, were the first of 
you, and the last of you, the human of you and the jinn of you to be as wicked as the 
most wicked heart of any man of you, that would not decrease My domain in a thing. O 
My slaves, were the first of you and the last of you, the human of you and the jinn of you 
to stand in one place and make a request of Me, and were I to give everyone what he 
requested, that would not decrease what I have, any more than a needle decreases the 
sea if put into it. O My slaves, it is but your deeds that I reckon for you and then 
recompense you for, so let him who finds good (i.e., in the Hereafter) praise Allah and 
let him who finds other than that blame no one but himself."
The formula for success in this life and the Hereafter is: 

?ُMَِRBَْC َوإ208َِك <ُُeMَْC إ208َِك
It is You we worship and You we ask for help.

10:5
Talents and positive traits in your character are obstacles to !01)2ا. But you must 
remember that they are given to you by Allah, and you can only use them if allowed by 
Him.



In life, you come across people who do not rely on Allah, but are still successful; this is 
the generosity of Allah. 
Before you even heard of !01)2ا, your life might have been smooth; this is ,م اW0, the 
generosity of Allah, and His forbearance. When you don't know about Allah, He deals 
with you in a different manner, with mercy and generosity. When you learn about His 
names and attributes, Allah wants to elevate your status, so He presents you with a 
challenge, a test.
Allah is full of mercy and kindness. He loves His creation to ask Him to fulfill their needs.  
For this end, He creates needs for you, so He can hear you invoking Him, to see your 
heart reaching out to Him. Allah has created you for Paradise, your house there is ready 
and waiting for you. 
The Messenger of Allah `/6 و A8/% ,ا ./J said: 

6َُ/1ا ا,:َ ِ@n Aِِ/�َْn Rَِْ�ن: ا,:َ َ%$: َوَ"!: sُِ>]� أَْن �eُْsََل َوأnََْ�ُ! ا5ِ2ْ)َ'َدِة ا4ِْ(�َ'ُر اWََM2ْجِ
"'@\ اW)2@}ي
rsHO٣٥٧١ 

“Ask Allah of His Bounty. For verily, Allah the Mighty and Sublime, loves to be asked, 
and the best of worship is awaiting relief.” 
The waiting period might be long, but it is precious, all the time your good deeds are 
multiplying. 

yً"#َِ2'0ِ وhِ ٰEَL#ََا'0ِ ۚ و EFَGَ !ْ0#َ$َIَوَدْع أَذَاُ;ْ) َو ?َfِWِ2َm ُْS6َ8 َوا:ِWِ27َ%ْا ِ�pُِI kََو
And do not obey the disbelievers and the hypocrites but do not harm them, and rely 

upon Allah . And sufficient is Allah as Disposer of affairs.
33:48

If you follow the ?Qn'Z@ and the RsWn'0, they will lead you to destruction. Both these 
enemies are mentioned in the same verse. One is hidden, the other apparent. Both are 
dangerous, the hidden more than the apparent. But you must not worry, because C/b or 
worry does not go with !01)2ا. Worry comes with ,'B R�216ء ا, having bad thoughts about 
Allah. 
However big your problem, it can't be bigger than the one faced by Ibrahim م�e2ا A8/%, he 
was being thrown into a blazing fire! 
Sometimes, life's experiences cause a problem by making you rely on yourself. Positive 
experiences make you depend on yourself, and negative ones cause deviations. Both 
are misleading. 



To develop !01)2ا, deal with each situation as if it is new. Take means, learn from 
experience, but don't rely on either, let your heart be attached only to Allah.  

ذَٰ%7ُُِ) ا'0ُ َرkَ ۖ (ْ7ُTh إِ%iََٰ إOِ%2Pَ ۖ َ$;ُ 0kُِ ُ#!= 5َ^ٍْء eGْ2َWُُ>وهُ ۚ َوُ;$َ EFَGَٰ ُ#!= 5َ^ٍْء وَِ#"ٌ!
That is Allah , your Lord; there is no deity except Him, the Creator of all things, so 

worship Him. And He is Disposer of all things.
6:102

Allah is the Creator of everything, so your heart must be attached only to Him. The 
reason for your creation is to worship Allah. If you make Allah your only concern, Allah 
will take care of all your concerns. 
Allah says {وهH(%'n} and then {WsHb و �1 %/. 0! �;ء}, meaning focus on worship, and Allah 
will bring ease to your affairs. 
Success in life is associated with ,ا2(01! %/. ا, and all problems in life are due to lack of 
it. 
Any obstacle in worship, any unexplained sadness,  is due to sins, committed and 
forgotten, not repented. Allah never forsakes you, even if you sin. As soon as you 
realize your sin, repent to Allah. This does not need words, it is a movement of the 
heart. You don't need a mediator, it is between you and your Creator.
All negative thoughts are from the shaitan, he wants to make you sad.

 %ِ"YVََُْن ا%0ِ/6َ8 آm1َُ$ا
....that he may grieve those who have believed

58:10
The shaitan has an evil mission: he wants company in the Hellfire. When you are sad 
and depressed, you don't have the energy to worship. When you are happy and excited, 
you can focus on your worship. The shaitan will not target an evil person, he is already 
misguided; he targets a believer. 
In life, you are in a battle with the shaitan and yourself. You need divine knowledge to 
help you. This knowledge is suitable for all mankind. 
Weapons to defeat the shaitan
•  .W6 : flee quickly to Allah%3 اM2$ع إ2. ا,
Your heart must immediately fly to Allah, feel the closeness to Him in your heart. This 
needs training; you must fill your heart with the love of Allah. To this end, you need to 
learn about Allah, His names and attributes. 
• `8"W2ن ا'g8f2ا R@ ,'B 15ذ> : seek refuge with Allah from the shaitan.



The shaitan wants to disturb your inner peace. Allah has warned you that he is plotting 
and planning to make you sad and depressed. Anxiety is ن'g8f252)3 ا , his toy. 
Make Allah your !80و , and He will never forsake you. He will defend you in difficult 
situations.
Do not let the shaitan play with your mind, rely on Allah !8012ا. 

أhِ kََِ/ْ#ِ: ا'T63ِaَْpَI ِ0 اْ%Fُfُ$ُب
Unquestionably, by the remembrance of Allah hearts are assured

13:28
Steps to !01)2ا 
•  .WTn !�/fَُ> : paralyze your thinking. Don't attribute any action to yourselfك

• .eMZ2 !b : say to yourself you don't have anyone except Allah^ @' 2; إhّ ا,

• 3(6'Z@ 1ةgK22^ ا Wm�> أ�6ل ا, أن : ask Allah to show you the suitable step.
اW X2ان
Cracks
Your life is like a building made up of bricks; most of the bricks are perfect, a few have 
cracks. 
The majority of your life is perfect; you have the Deen, a family, health, possessions, a 
sound mind, the 5 senses, the sun, the air you breathe......the list is endless. Allah has 
perfected your life without you asking for it. Allah deals with you with His name ن'ّZا�, the 
One who has showered His favour upon you, by gifting you with countless things, 
without your asking Him.
The cracks compared to the whole building are minuscule, just as the 'cracks' or 
imperfections in your life are insignificant when compared to the perfect aspects. Don't 
look at these cracks with a magnifying glass, look at the majority of perfect bricks. 
Focus on the good things in life, and you will be happy. 
Your weaknesses or cracks are known only by you and Allah. He is !8012ا, He can fix 
your cracks. When you make ,01! %/. ا> regarding these cracks, this will elevate you in 
ranks, and will lead to your success. Success is not in perfection, but in perfecting the 
imperfect. These cracks in your life are a means for !01)2ا. Even if you don't reach 
perfection, you are still successful, your !01> is our success. 
You may be unaware of your cracks; Allah, through His decree, shows you these 
cracks. He puts you in certain situations whereby you realize that you have these cracks 
or weaknesses. 



Allah shows you your cracks slowly and with kindness, one at a time, so that you are 
not overwhelmed. 
The more knowledge you gain, the quicker is the nurturing. 
@' �; اW X2ان ؟
What are the cracks? 
أ@HZ% �82 Wك -
Something you don't have in life, such as wealth, children, etc.
- ¢b'4 AZT2ك وHZ% 
You have it, but it is not perfect, eg. you have children, but they are not good.
- ;eMZ24; أو اH(2اض اW@أ R@ ضW@ 
A physical or mental illness.
- ;(/Q2اض اW@أ 
Sickness of the heart. These are the most dangerous and severe. 
Everyone has a different path to success. Your cracks suit you, and are a means of 
elevation for you. You must understand and overcome your cracks. 
When you see a sinner, this is her crack; but if you feel better than him, this is a huge 
crevasse, because you can't enter Paradise with arrogance in your heart.
 �80 أ%Wف اW X2ان ؟
How will I recognize my cracks? 
اW X2ان 1T> Hbن وا�>3
The cracks can be obvious
 أو 1T> Hbن ¡'@�3
or they can be hidden. 
؟؟ ِ̂ eMZB 'mnW5)6 ِ̂  @b R'ل إ4ّ
Who said you would recognize them yourself?? ̂
2{B !MT> ,ا 

Allah will show them to you. 
Some cracks are buried deep in your heart. You don't realize they are cracks, because 
they might be encouraged by society, eg, confidence. 




The real successful people are those who are successful in the eyes of Allah. Success 
does not mean achievement, success is striving for the sake of Allah. 
When Allah puts you in circumstances which make you aware of your hidden cracks, 
you feel a sharp pain, which makes you strive to fix the crack. Sometimes you don't 
realize that you are being nurtured, and dig your heels in with stubbornness; you are 
only prolonging the nurturing. As soon as you realize you are being nurtured, and you 
withdraw, submitting to the will of Allah, the heart achieves its balance, and the test 
ends. Your crack is now repaired, the nurturing is complete. 
The nurturing is different for different people. Two people might go through the same 
situation; one finds it easy, because this is not her crack. The other finds it difficult, it's 
her crack.
When faced with your crack, don't blame others, or give yourself excuses. Be firm with 
yourself. 
Every episode of nurturing fills a crack. In the end, all your cracks are repaired, and you 
are ready to enter Paradise, which is the land of the pure. 
Rely on Allah, trust Allah, ask Allah to repair your cracks. The reward for !01)2ا is great, 
stupendous, unimaginable. The ?/01)@ will be amongst the seventy thousand people who 
will enter Paradise without any reckoning. 
The Messenger of Allah `/6 و A8/% ,ا ./J said: 

;ِ2 َ\nُِر .:)Oَ ،HٌOََأ Aُ5َ@َ �َْ82َ �;(ِ:Z2َوا ،£ُ�ْ:W2ا ُ̀ mُ5َ@َ وَن�WIَُs 8:'ِن(ِ:Z2َوا �;(ِ:Z25ََ! اGََn ، ُ̀  ُ%jْ�َِW َ%َ/.: اُ�َ@
،Cَُn�ُا �ُIَْs َِ�ذَا 1َ6َاٌدn .Cُِn�ُإ2َِ. ا Wُْ�ْ48َ! اbِ .Aُ@ُ1ْbَ8َ! َ�}َا ُ@6َ1. َوbِ َا أُ@:ِ(; َ�ِ}ِه{�َ '@َ jُ/ْbُ ، ٌ̀  1َ6َاٌد 8�ِ%َ
3َ:ZGَ2ْا !ُ*ُHَْsَو َ̂  8bِ :`ُDَ! 2ِ; اZ�ُ '�َ Wُْ�ْ4َ' َوَ�' nِ 'َZ�ُ; آnَ'ِق اIَ:e2'ِء nَِ�ذَا 1َ6َاٌد Hْbَ َ@َ� ا8bِ Cَُn�َُ! َ�ِ}ِه أُ@:(ُ

،ِ:,'Bِ ':Z@َآ Rَs{ِ:2ا Rُ<َْ4 12ُا'bَ1ُْم َوQَ2َْض ا'َnَ�َn ْ̀ mُ2َ ْ�?َ(ُs ْ̀  ِ@hَُ��َ Rِْء 6َ)15َُْن أeَOِ Wِْ8 َBِ 'ًM2َْ'ٍب، Dُ`: َدَ*َ! َو2َ
./J :;(ِ:Z2ا َ¨/ََ(َn .3ِ:8ِ/�ِ'Gَ2ْا ;nِ 'َ4Hِْ24�َِ:' ُوn ِا6ْ7َِ�م ;nِ واHُِ2ُو Rَs{ِ:2ُد4َ' اhَْأَْو أَو ْ̀ �ُ Rُ<َْZَn ،Aُ2َ16َُر 'َZ5َْ(:>َوا 
ْ̀ sَ(0َ1َ:ُ/1َن ". Qََn'َل mِ�B1َُوَن َوَ%َ/. َر)Tَْs hََوَن، وWُ:8َgَ)َs hََ1َن، وbُْWَ)eَْs hَ Rَs{ِ:2ا ُ̀  ا, %/A8 وWَKََn `/6َج Qََn'َل ُ�
3ُ�َ':T%ُ َ̂ Qََ(6َ " َل'bَ 'َ4َأ ْ̀ mُْZ@ََِل أ'Qََn Wُ*ََم آ'Qََn ." ْ̀ ْ̀ أs 'َ4ََ' ر16ََُل ا,:ِ bَ'َل " 5ََ4 mُْZ@َِأ Rٍ�َ<ْ@ِ RُْB 3ُ�َ':T%ُ 

x8<J اK(2'ري ٥٧٠٧
Nations were displayed before me; one or two prophets would pass by along with a few 
followers. A prophet would pass by accompanied by nobody. Then a big crowd of people 
passed in front of me and I asked, Who are they Are they my followers?" It was said, 
'No. It is Moses and his followers It was said to me, 'Look at the horizon.'' Behold! There 
was a multitude of people filling the horizon. Then it was said to me, 'Look there and 
there about the stretching sky! Behold! There was a multitude filling the horizon,' It was 
said to me, 'This is your nation out of whom seventy thousand shall enter Paradise 



without reckoning.' "Then the Prophet `/6 و A8/% ,ا ./J entered his house without telling 
his companions who they (the 70,000) were. So the people started talking about the 
issue and said, "It is we who have believed in Allah and followed His Apostle; therefore 
those people are either ourselves or our children who are born in the Islamic era, for we 
were born in the Pre-lslamic Period of Ignorance.'' When the Prophet `/6 و A8/% ,ا ./J 
heard of that, he came out and said. "Those people are those who do not ask others to 
do Ruqya on them, nor do they believe in bad or good omen (from birds etc.) nor do 
they get themselves branded (Cauterized). but they put their trust (only) in their Lord " 
On that 'Ukasha bin Muhsin said. "Am I one of them, O Allah's Messenger ?' The 
Prophet `/6 و A8/% ,ا ./J said, "Yes." Then another person got up and said, "Am I one of 
them?" The Prophet `/6 و A8/% ,ا ./J said, 'Ukasha 
has anticipated you."
The reforming from Allah begins gently and gradually. If you don't accept the nurturing, it 
becomes firm and painful; the 'pinch' is the last resort. 
If this pain also does not help, then that means the person is heedless. Allah then 
beautifies her cracks in her eyes, she thinks she can do no wrong, people praise her. 
This is where knowledge shows its importance, because with knowledge, you will 
recognize the signs of nurturing from Allah. 

ْ%2َeِب َْu0ُ: أُوُ%$ ا#َ/َRَ8 2aَ0Cَِن ۗ إ$aُFَMَْ8 kَ 6َ8/ِ0%َن َوا$aُFَMَْ8 6َ8/ِ0%ِي ا$َRBَْ8 !ْ;َ !ْrُ
Say, "Are those who know equal to those who do not know?" Only they will remember 

[who are] people of understanding.
39:9

We are all going through the reforming process; the speed of reform differs. For some 
people, the nurturing is immediate, as soon as they make a mistake, the warning 
comes. This is better, because the mistake can be rectified immediately. Every time you 
overcome a weakness, you are elevated in rank, reaching your goal of being from 
among the good doers quicker.
The speed of your reform depends on your faith; the higher the level of faith, the quicker 
the nurturing. This is from the wisdom of Allah, because a person with weak faith will not 
be able to bear the quick nurturing, it would break him. The faith is your protection. 
Imagine being under a trampoline: anything thrown on it bounces back without touching 
you. Your faith is your trampoline. Without this shelter, every little pebble would come 
straight at you, hurting you. 
  أ6)'ب زs'دة اIs7'ن 
The means to increase faith
 اR% `/52 ا, -



Learn about Allah. Increase your knowledge of His names, attributes, actions. Allah has 
taken charge of protecting what you learn, so you can benefit from it when you face a 
situation in which you need that knowledge. At that point, you can apply what you have 
learnt. 
- RIو أ� ;I/5> 
Learn and be addicted to it. This will make you trust Allah, and not tangible means.
 WX0ة اR0 ، W0{2 دا�BWِ2 ً'Ia^ ذاW0اً -
Increase remembrance of Allah, constantly remember Him. This W0ذ has to be in your 
heart as well, not only on your tongue. 
The Messenger of Allah `/6 و A8/% ,ا ./J said: 
 ;eِْMَ4 ;nِ Aُُ>ْW0ََذ AِeِْMَ4 ;nِ ;4َِW0َََِ�ْن ذn ;4ُِW0ُْ{َs ?َOِ Aُ5َ@َ 'َ4ََوأ ;Bِ يHِْ(%َ �Rَ| HَْZ%ِ 'َ4َ1ُل ا,:ُ َ%$: َوَ"!: أQَُs 
إِِن اWَ)bََْب إ2َِ.: إِِن اbْ(Wَََب إ2َِ.: ِ�)Wًْا اAُْZ@ِ jُْBWََ)bْ ِذرَاً%' َو ْ̀ َو mُْZ@ِ Wٍْ8*َ ©ٍ@َ ;nِ Aُُ>ْW0ََذ ©ٍ@َ ;nِ ;4َِW0ََإِْن ذ  َو

إِْن أَ<َ'fِIَْs ;4ِ; أَ<Wْ�َ Aُُ)ْ8ََو3ً2َ " ِذرَاً%' اjُْBWََ)bْ إB Aِْ82ََِ'ً%' َو
"'@\ اW)2@}ي ، # ٣٦٠٣

“Allah, the Most High said: ‘I am as My slave thinks of Me, and I am with him when he 
remembers Me. If he remembers Me to himself, I remember him to Myself, and if he 
remembers Me in a gathering, I remember him in a gathering better than that. And if he 
seeks to draw nearer to Me by a hand span, I draw nearer to him by a forearm’s length, 
and if he comes to Me by a forearm’s length, I draw nearer to him by an arm’s length. 
And if he comes to Me walking, I come to him quickly. ‘“ 
The remembrance of Allah is like grains of sand; the knowledge about Allah is like 
water. When you pile grains of sand, then pour water over them, they solidify and 
become strong. The more grains are piled, then drenched with a deluge, the stronger 
the structure. The more you remember Allah, then strengthen this remembrance with 
gaining knowledge obsessively, the stronger your faith. 
An obstacle to this process is when people in your life want to demolish your faith. 
When you are faced with a calamity, and are patient due to your faith in Allah, they 
might try to make you react. Be mindful of this danger. 
 WX0ة اg2'%'ت -
Increase in submission to Allah. Obey Him with your eyes, ears, tongue, mind. Ask Allah 
to use you as His slave, to obey Him. 
Make a share in different kinds of worship; Allah will direct you to the ones which suit 
you. 
- ;J'5�'B ;m)e> h 



Do not underestimate any sin. There is no such thing as a white lie, or letting out steam 
by back-biting. 
Your faith increases with remembrance of Allah, and decreases when you sin; it is as if 
you are constructing a building and then demolishing it. 
Allah wants you to turn to Him; He gives you needs and 'cracks' as a means to reach 
Him. Imperfections in your life make you develop !801201! %/. ا>.   


